Activities of Equal Opportunity Center
from (1-31 July 2014)
Done by Prof. Dr. Jehan Ragab Daoud
(Manger & Project Coordinator)

1- Upload the Activities of Equal Opportunity Center during July 2014 on web site of the project and on wiki.

2- Update the web site of Equal opportunity project by making a monthly meetings with the team and IT members to add the new activities.

3- Following up the activities of the 4 universities and finishing from writing handbook & uploaded on wiki and website.

4- Following up the e-mails from the project coordinator in Berlin and the 4 coordinators of 4 Egyptian Universities for arrangement to Alex. conference (15-17 September 2014).

5- Following up the arrangements for the second girls day which will be held in next December 2014 by making meetings with some staff members and calling some companies to be a sponsor for this day.

6- Following up the activities through the wiki & e-mails.

7- Meeting with some female staff members to solve the problems which they face in the field of study.

N.B. The total number of hours from activities which done inside & outside Equal Opportunity Center during the period from 1-31 July 2014 are 54 hours.
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